A new algorithm for real root isolation of polynomial equations based on hybrid computation is presented in this paper. Firstly, the approximate (complex) zeros of the given polynomial equations are obtained via homotopy continuation method. Then, for each approximate zero, an initial box relying on the Kantorovich theorem is constructed, which contains the corresponding accurate zero. Finally, the Krawczyk interval iteration with interval arithmetic is applied to the initial boxes so as to check whether or not the corresponding approximate zeros are real and to obtain the real root isolation boxes. Meanwhile, an empirical construction of initial box is provided for higher performance. Our experiments on many benchmarks show that the new hybrid method is more efficient, compared with the traditional symbolic approaches.
Introduction
The Real Roots Isolation of polynomial equations is a procedure that uses disjoint regions to isolate all the distinct real roots of polynomial equations, with only one root in each region. Formally speaking, let F = (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n )
T be polynomial equations defined on R n , i.e. f i ∈ R[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ]. Suppose F (x) = 0 has only finite many real roots, say ξ (1) , ξ (2) , . . . , ξ (m) . The target of real root isolation is to compute a family of regions S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m , S j ⊂ R n (1 ≤ j ≤ m), such that ξ (j) ∈ S j and S i ∩ S j = ∅ (1 ≤ i, j ≤ m). Usually, we use rectangular boxes to denote the regions above. So we often call these isolated boxes intervals in this paper. Theoretically, the width of intervals for some special problems can be very small. Hence, we assume that the accuracy of numerical computation in this paper can be arbitrarily high. However, it is also important to point out that such case rarely happens and double-precision is usually enough to obtain very small intervals in practice.
Real root isolation is an important problem in symbolic computation. It can be viewed as a kind of exact algorithm for solving equations since no root formula is available in general situation. It is also a critical part of some other important algorithms, such as CAD and real root classification for semi-algebraic systems, etc. Improvement on real root isolation will benefit all of these algorithms.
We impose some hypothesis on the problem discussed here. First is that the system is square, i.e. the number of equations is the same as that of variables. Then we only handle the systems with finite many roots. Positive dimensional solution is beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover, we suppose that the Jacobian matrix of F is non-singular at each root of F (x) = 0. So we only deal with the simple root cases. For the singular situation, the deflation method [9, 10, 22, 7] can be applied, which is one of our ongoing work.
Most of the previous real root isolation algorithms are based on symbolic computations. For instance, the Uspensky algorithm [6] based on Descartes' rule is for polynomials in one variable. In multi-variable scenario, we have "First algorithm" based on monotonicity [25] and "Second algorithm" based on "upperlower bound" polynomial [24] . There are also some other algorithms based on different techniques, see for example [5, 3, 15, 4] .
An advantage of those symbolic methods is that exact results can be obtained since they use symbolic computation and some of them can be extended to semialgebraic systems. However, there are also some disadvantages. Some of these method could only handle the isolation of complex zeros. And some of them need to triangularize the system first, which is unacceptable in computation when the system is complicated sometimes, such as more variables or high degrees. While some methods that do not use triangularization have to give a huge initial interval to include all the real roots [26, 27] , which is extremely inefficient.
In order to avoid these problems and design a new algorithm that could efficiently solve more complicated systems and provide accurate interval results, we employ hybrid computation to take both the advantages of symbolic and numerical methods.
The basic idea of this paper is to use numerical method to obtain all the approximate zeros of polynomial systems, including possible non-real ones. With these approximations, small initial intervals which contains the corresponding real roots are constructed. We then apply symbolic method to these initial intervals to verify whether there is a real root in it or not. The main method we use in numerical computation is homotopy continuation, and for symbolic process we use the Krawczyk iteration.
Most of the work in this paper comes from [18] . In Section 2, we will introduce some preliminaries, including homotopy continuation and interval arithmetic. A new real root isolation algorithm is discussed in Section 3. To test our new method, our experimental results on benchmarks together with comparison and analysis will be presented in Section 4. Finally, there is a summary in Section 5 and some future work will also be discussed.
Preliminary
We introduce in this section some basic theories and tools that would be used in our algorithm.
Homotopy Continuation Method
Homotopy continuation method is an important numerical computation method, which is used in various fields. We only treat it as an "algorithm black box" here, where the input is a polynomial system, and the output is its approximate zeros. Please find the details about the theory in [11, 19] .
For our purpose, it is convenient to utilize some existing software, such as Hom4ps-2.0 [12] , PHCpack [20] and HomLab [21] .
In our implementation, we use Hom4ps-2.0, which could return all the approximate complex zeros of a given polynomial system efficiently, along with residues and condition numbers.
Interval arithmetic
Interval arithmetic plays an important role in real root isolation algorithms [26, 27, 24] . The two main differences between our new algorithm and the traditional ones in [26, 27] are: 1) Verification only carry out on the localized "small" intervals; 2) symbolic computation is replaced with floating point numerical computation.
Most of the interval operations in this paper's algorithms are based on Rump's floating point verification work [17] and accomplished by using the Matlab package Intlab [16] , including interval arithmetic operations and Jacobian matrix, Hessian matrix calculations.
1
Basic concepts We introduce some basic interval arithmetic theories in this section. See reference [13] for more details.
For given numbers x, x ∈ R, if x ≤ x, we call
a bounded closed interval, or interval for short. Denote by I(R) the set of all the bounded close intervals on R, and I(A) = {X ∈ I(R)|X ⊆ A} all the intervals on A ⊆ R. Especially, if x = x, we call X a point interval.
For intervals, there are some common quantities:
Obviously we have X = [mid(X) − rad(X), mid(X) + rad(X)]. An interval is usually expressed by its midpoint and radius. For example, if m = mid(X), r = rad(X), then we can write the formula above as X = midrad(m, r).
We can also define the arithmetic operations over intervals. Let
A vector is called an interval vector if all its components are intervals. Interval matrix can be similarly defined. For interval vectors and interval matrices, the concepts such as midpoint, width, radius, etc, and the arithmetic operations are defined in components.
Let f : R n → R be a function, if there exists an interval map
holds, then we call F an interval expand of f . We call F : I(R n ) → I(R) an interval map with inclusive monotonicity if X ⊆ Y implies F (X) ⊆ F (Y ) for any given intervals X and Y . The definitions above can all be extended to the situations in I(R n ) → I(R n ). And it is easy to prove that all the polynomial operations satisfy the inclusive monotonicity.
Krawczyk operator The Krawczyk operator plays a key role in the real root verification of interval arithmetic. The main accomplishment comes from the work of Krawczyk and Moore. We only list some important results here. Complete proofs can be found in [13] .
Suppose f : D ⊆ R n → R n is continuous differentiable on D. Consider the equation
Let f ′ be the Jacobi matrix of f , F and F ′ be the interval expand of f and f ′ with inclusive monotonicity, respectively. For X ∈ I(D) and any y ∈ X, define the Krawczyk operator as:
where Y is any n × n non-singular matrix. Especially, we assign y = mid(X), so Formula (2) becomes
Formula (3) is often used in practice. The reason why the Krawczyk operator is so important is that it has some nice properties.
If x
* ∈ X is a root of Equation (1), then for any y ∈ X, we have x * ∈ K(y, X); 2. For any y ∈ X, if X ∩ K(y, X) = ∅ holds, then there is no roots in X; 3. For any y ∈ X and any non-singular matrix Y , if K(y, X) ⊆ X holds, then Equation (1) has a solution in X; 4. Moreover, for any y ∈ X and any non-singular matrix Y , if K(y, X) is strict inclusive in X, then Equation (1) has only one root in X.
With the properties above, we can easily develop a real root verification method, which is a little different from the classical one, and will be explained later in this paper.
Meanwhile, with the hypothesis we set in introduction, all the systems considered here are non-singular ones with only simple roots. So the Jacobian matrix at the zeros are all invertible. Thus, we often set Y = (midF ′ (X)) −1 and the Krawczyk operator becomes
This is also called the Moore form of the Krawczyk operator.
Real root isolation algorithm
In this section, we will present our new algorithm for real root isolation based on hybrid computation. As mentioned before, our idea is to construct the initial intervals corresponding to the approximate zeros obtained by homotopy continuation, then verify them via the Krawczyk interval iteration to obtain the isolation results. In the end, we combine these sub-procedures to give the final algorithm description.
Construction of initial intervals
To apply the Krawczyk interval iteration, obviously the construction of initial intervals is a key procedure. We should guarantee both the correctness and efficiency, that is, make sure the initial box contains the corresponding accurate real root, and keep the interval radius as small as possible so as to shorten the iteration time. Thus a valid error estimation for the initial approximate zeros should be established. And we discuss this issue in both theory and practice aspects here.
Error estimation theory The core problem of the construction of initial box is the choice of interval radius, which is indeed an error estimation for the approximate zero. There are dozens of error analysis for this question, from classic results to modern ones, especially about the Newton method. For example, in [2] , S. Smale et al. gave a detailed analysis. However, their method requires computation of high order derivatives, which is not so convenient for our problem.
Here we employ the Kantorovich Theorem to give our error estimation. 1. F ′ (x 0 ) −1 exists, and there are real numbers B and η such that
then we claim that:
, and the sequence {x k :
For the convergence of x * , we have:
where
In the theorem, O(x, r) denotes the ball neighborhood whose center is x and radius is r, and O(x, r) refers to the closure of the ball neighborhood. The proof can be found in [8] .
Since the approximation x 0 is already the result of homotopy process, what we care about is the initial interval w.r.t. x 0 , i.e. the proper upper bound for x * − x 0 . So we have the following proposition, which is a direct corollary of the Kantorovich Theorem.
Proof. We consider F as an operator on C n → C n , obviously it is Fréchet differentiable, and from
Thus the first order Fréchet derivative of F is just the Jacobian matrix J , i.e.
. So by Theorem 2, the proof is completed immediately after checking the situation of x * − x 0 .
It is easy to know that
So we can just assign ω = 2η. Then we need to check whether BKη ≤ 1 2 in the neighborhood O(x 0 , 2η). Even though the initial x 0 does not satisfy the conditions, we can still find a proper x k after several Newton iterations, since B and K are bounded and η will approach zero. And we only need to find an upper bound for the Lipschitz constant K.
Constructive algorithm Now we will give a constructive procedure for the Lipschitz constant K.
Let J ij = ∂f i /∂x j , apply mean value inequality [14] to each element of J on O(x 0 , ω) to get
where ∇ = (∂/∂x 1 , ∂/∂x 2 , . . . , ∂/∂x n ) is the gradient operator and line(x, y) refers to the line connecting x with y. Since ∇J is continous, we can find a ζ ij ∈ line(x, y) such that ∇J ij (ζ ij ) = sup κij ∈line(x,y) ∇J ij (κ ij ) . So we get
Setting
And for △J we have
Note that ∇J ij (ζ ij ) is a vector, so if we use | · | max to denote the maximum module component of a vector, then we have
Let H i = (
) n×n be the Hessian matrix of f i , and let
j are the column vectors. Then we have
For convenience, we construct X 0 = midrad(x 0 , ω) with x 0 as centre and ω = 2η as radius. Now we have |h
Therefore
is the Lipschitz constant w.r.t. J . Now we give an algorithm for computing initial intervals in Algorithm 1.
Empirical estimation
As so far, we have established a rigorous method to construct initial intervals. This method takes a complex approximate zero as input to obtain an initial box. But in practice we often find many approximations with "large" imaginary parts which strongly indicate that they are non-real. A natural question is
Can we detect these non-real roots without using interval arithmetic?
Let z be an approximation of the real root ξ. Because
then we can see the real part Re(z) is also an approximation of this root and is even closer. So we can simply replace x 0 by Re(x 0 ) in Algorithm 1 to construct the initial box. The other consideration is the efficiency of numerical computation. When we use Proposition 3, lots of interval matrix operations would be executed, which cost much time than the point operations. So if we can find an empirical estimate
Algorithm 1 init width
Compute the Hessian matrix Hi = (h
radius, which can be computed much faster, but is still valid for most of the equations, then that will be a good choice in practice. We now give one such empirical estimation. For F = 0, let x * be an accurate root and x 0 be its approximation. Although the mean value theorem is not valid in complex space, the Taylor expansion is still valid. And the polynomial systems considered here are all continuous, so we suppose the equation satisfies the mean value theorem approximately:
where ξ is between x * and x 0 . So we have
For △J , we can get an estimation similar to Formula (10):
From our hypothesis, x * and x 0 are very close, so are ζ ij and x 0 . Thus, we approximate x 0 with ζ ij . Meanwhile, from x 0 , after a Newton iteration, we get
. Thus we may consider that the distance between x * and x 0 is more or less the same with that of x 0 and x 1 , so we replace x * − x 0 with x 1 − x 0 = J −1 (x 0 )F (x 0 ) for approximation. So we get
Let λ = max 1≤i≤n n j=1 |h (14) we can get
Finally we obtain the empirical estimation
Notice that the inequality (18) is only a non-rigorous estimation. All the computation in it are carried out in a point-wise way, so it is faster than Proposition 3. In the numerical experiments later we will see that this empirical estimate radius performs very well. So we can use it to detect those non-real roots rather than the interval arithmetic. We describe that in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 iscomplex
Input: Equation F ; Approximation z; Output: true (z must be non-real), or false (z may be real).
1: Compute Formula (18), denote the result by r ′ ; 2: if any( Im(z) > r ′ ) then 3:
return true; // not a real root, continue to judge others 4: else 5:
return false; // may be a real root, call interval arithmetic to verify 6: end if
In Algorithm 2, any() is a default function in Matlab, which returns true if there is non-zero component in a vector.
Krawczyk-Moore interval iteration
We now discuss about the real root verification with a given interval. In section 2.2, we have introduced the Krawczyk operator. With the properties in Proposition 1, we can determine whether an interval contains a real root by the relationship of the original interval and the one after the Krawczyk iteration.
However, in practice, we can't expect the intervals to be entire inclusion or disjoint after just one iteration. Partly intersection is the most common cases that we encounter. Since the real root is still in the interval after the Krawczyk iteration, a normal method is to let X ∩ K(X) be the new iteration interval. So suppose X (0) is the initial interval, the iteration rule is
) is defined by Formula (4). This update rule can make sure that the size of X (k) is non-increasing. But a problem is once we encounter
, the iteration will be trapped into endless loop. So we have to divide X (k) if this happened. Thus, we introduce a bisection function divide(). To ensure the convergence of our algorithm, we divide the longest dimension of an interval vector.
This strategy may not be the optimal choice when the system's dimension is high. Greedy method or optimization algorithm will be studied in future work.
We now give a formal description of divide function in Algorithm 3 and the Krawczyk-Moore iteration process in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3 divide
Input: Interval vector X Output: X
(1) and X (2) , a decomposition of X 1: Let Xi be the coordinate with the largest width in X 2:
Verification and refinement
After the Krawczyk iteration, we already have all the real root isolated intervals, but these are not the final results. Since we require an isolation of disjoint intervals, we have to check the possible overlaps. On the other hand, some intervals may not be as small as required by users, so we can narrow them via bisection method until they match the requirement.
We discuss these details in this subsection.
Remove the overlaps There is a basic hypothesis: for non-singular systems, each root has an approximation, and from this approximation, the iteration will end up in its corresponding accurate root, not any other zero. So we only have to remove the overlaps, and the number of real roots won't change. However, we want to expand our algorithm into multi-roots cases. And in that situation, it is possible that two isolated intervals contain the same real
Algorithm 4 Krawczyk
Input: F ; initial box X; isolation boxes real roots; number of real roots nreal Output: symbol of whether there is a real root f lag; real roots; nreal 1: Y = mid(F ′ (X)) −1 ; Xt = K(X), where K(X) is define by Formula (4); 2: if Xt ∩ X == ∅ then 3:
return f lag = false; 4: end if 5: while not (Xt ⊆ X) do 6:
if Xt ∩ X == X then 7:
[
[f 1, real roots, nreal] = Krawczyk(F, X (1) , real roots, nreal);
if f 1 == false then 10:
[f 2, real roots, nreal] = Krawczyk(F, X (2) , real roots, nreal); 11:
end if 12:
return f 1 or f 2; 13:
end if 14:
if Xt ∩ X == ∅ then 18:
return flag = false; zero. So whether or not the overlap part contains a real root, our algorithm has its corresponding processes. See Algorithm 5 for details.
The function Krawczyk() in Algorithm 5 is a little bit different from that in the Krawczyk-Moore iteration. In the Krawczyk-Moore iteration, we have to store the information of isolated real root intervals, so the real roots and nreal are in the function arguments. However, we only need to know whether there is a real root here, so only the symbol variable f lag is returned. The situation is the same in Algorithm 6. Narrow the width of intervals As we said in the introduction, the real root isolation can be viewed as a kind of solving equations. And the width of the isolated intervals is just like the accuracy of solutions. Similar to the former algorithms, we can require the program to return an answer in specified range. The difference is the symbolic algorithm can get any precision they want in theory, but our floating point number calculation can't beat the machine precision. In fact, in the Matlab environment that we implement our algorithm, the resulted width won't be smaller than the system zero threshold 1 .
1 In Matlab2008b that we do the experiments, the zero threshold is 2.2204e-016.
Algorithm 5 disjoint process
Input: Isolated intervals real roots; number of real roots nreal; F Output: Checked isolated intervals real roots; nreal 1: k = 0; 2: for i = 1 to nreal do 3: X = real roots[i] ; new root = true; 4:
for j = 1 to k do 5:
if Z == ∅ then 8:
continue; 9:
end if 10:
f lag = Krawczyk(F ,Z); 11: if f lag == true then 12:
new root = false ; break; 13: We also use bisection to do the narrowing job. Since there is only one root in the interval, we only have to continue dividing and checking the half that contains that zero. Formal description is in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm description
Up to now, we have discussed all the parts of real root isolation algorithm in detail. We give the final main program in Algorithm 7.
Experiments
Now we apply our new method to some polynomial systems and do some comparison with some former algorithms.
All the experiments are undertaken in Matlab2008b, with Intlab [16] of Version 6. For arbitrarily high accuracy, we can call Matlab's vpa (variable precision arithmetic), but in fact all the real roots of the examples below are isolated by using Matlab's default double-precision floating point. We use Hom4ps-2.0 [12] as our homotopy continuation tool to obtain initial approximate zeros. Since computation time will be listed below, the computer information is also given here: OS: Windows Vista, CPU: Inter R Core 2 Duo T6500 2.10GHz, Memory: 2G.
Algorithm 6 narrowing
Input: Isolated intervals real roots; Number of real roots nreal; F ; Threshold τ Output: real roots after bisection 1: for i = 1 to nreal do 2:
while any(rad(X) > τ ) do 4:
10:
end while 12:
real roots[i] = X; 13: end for 14: return real roots
Demo example
We begin our illustration with a simple example.
Example 1 Consider the real root isolation of the system below.
The homotopy program tells us this system has 28 complex zeros in total. And we get the following results after calling our real root isolate program. if iscomplex(F, z) then 6: continue; 7:
end if 8: r = init width[F ,z,n]; 9: X0 = midrad(Re(z), r); 10:
[f lag, real roots, nreal] = Krawczyk(F, X0, real roots, nreal); 11: end for 12: [real roots, nreal] = disjoint process(real roots, nreal, F ); 13: real roots = narrowing(real roots, nreal, F, τ ); 14: return real roots, nreal;
The number of real roots: 4 We verify the answers above with the DISCOVERER [23] And we can see the answers perfectly match the ones of our program.
We list some information during the calculation of our algorithm here for reference. Only the 4 real ones are given, and the other non-real ones are all detected by our empirical estimation method. We mention that all the imaginary parts of complex roots are significant larger than the initial radius of our algorithm in order of magnitude in this example. We give some remarks on Table 1 . In the first row, root1 to root4 are refer to the 4 real roots mentioned above respectively. And B, K, η, h are exactly the same as they are defined in algorithm 1. The estimate-rad are the radius obtained via algorithm 1, while the empirical-rad are refer to the ones calculated by Formula (18) .
We say a little more words about the empirical-rad. Firstly, although the empirical ones are basically larger than the rigorous error radius, they are still small enough, which hardly have any influence on the efficiency of interval iteration. We will see this in the comparison experiments later. But avoiding of interval matrix computation is very helpful to the algorithm. Secondly, the radius obtained from Algorithm 1 are so small that they are even comparable to the zero threshold of Matlab system 1 . And this could bring some uncertainty of floating point operation to our algorithm, such as misjudgement of interval inclusion in Intlab, etc. So we intend to use empirical estimation bound in next experiments.
For cyclic6 (see Appendix A), the classic symbolic algorithm can do nothing due to the difficulty of triangularization. Meanwhile, we can easily get the 24 isolated real roots intervals with our real root isolate program.
Comparison experiment
Many benchmarks have been checked with our real root isolate program. Since the time complexity of both triangularization and homotopy continuation are difficult to be analyzed, we mainly focus on the isolation results and the program execution time.
We investigate over 130 benchmarks provided by Hom4ps [1], among which about 40 equations are non-singular systems. We apply our program to these equations and all the experiments receive the right answers. Here we list a few of them (see Appendix A for details).
The column real roots in Table 2 tells the number of intervals that our program isolated. Compared with the results of DISCOVERER, the new algorithm indeed works out all equations that are beyond the capability of classic symbolic algorithm. Moreover, the last column show that our empirical estimate method detects all the non-real roots successfully. Table 3 gives the comparison of program execution time. The total time is not equal to the sum of homotopy time and interval iteration time because we only count the CPU time, and there are other tasks such as I/O, format transform, etc. Table 3 . Execution time comparison, unit:s 2. Hom4ps-2.0 is a software complied from language C, which is much more efficient than the tool that we use to implement our algorithm, say Matlab. 3. The interval iteration time increases as roots number grows since we examine the approximate zeros one by one. So the parallel computation of homotopy is much faster.
We believe that with efficient language such as C/C++, and parallel computation, the implementation of our algorithm will be much faster. In order to verify our idea and see whether parallelization could help, we go into every approximate zero's iteration process. Some critical data are recorded in Table 4 . The avg. rad. of ans is the average radius of the final isolated intervals, while the avg. rad. of init. indicates the average radius of the initial intervals. The average time of each zero's interval iteration is shown in column avg. time of iteration along with the max interval iteration time in max time of iter. We think the consumption for each zero's process is acceptable.
From Table 4 we can see that the initial interval radii are extremely small, which leads to a nice process time for each iteration. We point out that almost Table 4 . Detail data for each iteration, unit:s all real root checks are done by just one Krawczyk iteration, and hardly any overlap is found after all the Krawczyk iteration processes due to the small initial intervals that we give. All of these save a great deal of executing time of our program.
Conclusion
For the non-singular polynomial systems with variables' number equals equations' number, this paper presents a new algorithm for real root isolation based on hybrid computation. The algorithm first applies homotopy continuation to obtain all the initial approximate zeros of the system. For each approximate zero, an initial interval which contains the corresponding accurate root is constructed. Then the Krawczyk operator is called to verify all the initial intervals so as to get all the real root isolated boxes. Some necessary check and refinement work are done after that to ensure the boxes are pairwise disjoint and meet width requirement.
In the construction of initial intervals, we give a rigorous radius error bound based on the corollary of the Kantorovich theorem. Some constructive algorithms are presented for both real and complex approximate zeros. Meanwhile, we introduce an empirical estimate radius, which has a nice performance in numerical experiments.
In the modification and implementation of the Krawczyk iteration algorithm, some problems of interval arithmetic are also discussed in this paper.
At last we utilize some existing tools to implement our algorithm under Matlab environment. Many benchmarks have been checked along with comparison and analysis.
We also mention some possible future work here. The construction of initial intervals is still too complicated and further optimization shall be studied. Also the empirical estimation with more efficiency and accuracy is a considerable question. The divide strategy in the Krawczyk iteration could also be improved, which may be helpful in the high dimension cases.
In the aspect of implementation, replacing the Matlab implementation with C/C++ codes may improve the performance of our program. Parallel computation can solve another bottleneck of our problem. And for some small systems, or equations with special property, the classic symbolic algorithm could be even faster. So the tradeoff of symbolic and numerical computation is also an interesting direction.
